Neptun guide to changing personal data, addresses, passport number etc.
Once you have entered into the Neptun system, please make sure, that in the upper left hand corner you are on the right training program – this only concerns those students, who have more than one training program in the system.
To see and change your personal information go to My data/Personal Information.
There are three categories of data, that cannot be changed nor by the students nor by the university, they come from national systems, namely:
1. Social security number: needed for scholarship holders’ health insurance – the International Mentor Team can help with the National Authority where you get this number from.
2. Tax ID: needed for financial transactions, payments such as scholarships – the International Mentor Team can help with the National Authority to receive this ID.
3. Education ID: needed for ALL students.
All other information may be corrected, changed, please see below how. Please note that NOTHING SHOULD BE DELETED from the system, the DEFAULTS have to be set right!
It is very important to note, that some modifications will not be visible right away, for the CAO colleagues have to approve them based on official documents, namely: your Personal information (name, birth date, etc.), passport number (official
document), addresses. So PLEASE do not modify these data again and again, just because you do not see the change! The colleagues at the CAO receive these as requests, and have to approve them one by one, not mentioning that they have to see
the official documents before they approve the changes.

For changing your personal information, click on Modify data at My data/Personal information

As written before, the Social security number and the Tax ID can’t be changed, added,
etc.
Please correct the information based on your official documents, namely your
passport!
Since these information about you are official, the changes will not appear right
away, your Neptun administrator/program coordinator has to approve it based on
your official documents.
Once you fill out and corrected the information click on Send modification request,
and the following message will appear:

Changing your DEFAULT Passport number
Along with many other data in the system, the passport numbers can’t get deleted, even if that passport has expired.
If your passport number is not correct in the system (there is a typo), or it has expired you have to enter the correct/new one. DO NOT CHANGE THE ONE ALREADY IN THE SYSTEM!
At My data/Personal information/ Official documents you can see all the official documents you have in the system. As an International student, here you ONLY need your passport, but some scholarship holders may have their social security card
here, it does not cause any problems if it is missing.
Click on Add new

In the window that appears, the Hungarian documents are in Hungarian, so you need to find ‘Passport’ in the list. You have to fill out the Identifier (passport number) ONLY, but you may add the validity dates also, and click on Save. This information
is also something the CAO has to approve based on the original passport, as you can see in the message, so please do not modify it again and again just because you don’t see the changes right away!

Changing your Contact information
To change your contact information – e-mail and other addresses, phone numbers etc. – go to My dada/Contact information, and you will see the tabs.
Valid and live e-mail addresses are very important for you receive every message you get through the Neptun, you also have an obligation to check this e-mail address every week. Please do not delete e-mail addresses either, always add a new and
set the default settings.

Go to My data/Contact information/Email addresses and click on New email address.
A window will appear where you can give your correct, live e-mail address, its type and the default checkmark, then click on Save. It is very important to set the living e-mail address as DEFUALT, because you will receive messages to the default
address.

This modification will appear right away, the CAO does not have to approve it. As you can see below, you will have a green checkmark next to the Default e-mail address, and you will automatically receive every Neptun message to this address.

Setting your postal addresses in the system
As a basic rule, the International students have to have two addresses in the system. Their PERMANENT address at home (is entered in the system based on the data given during application, and need corrections more often than not), and a
TEMPORARY address in Hungary. You can change/correct and add new addresses in the Neptun at My data/Contact information/Addresses. If you click on the + sign next to the address, you can choose to edit it. Please also note, that scholarship
payments cannot be transferred without the Hungarian, temporary address.

First let’s see how to correct your home, non-Hungarian address. Since international address systems differ, please use your logic in filling out the boxes. The street suffix refers to the actual street name. At street suffix type, the list has both
Hungarian and English words, please use the English one that best fits reality.

This data is again of the category, where the CAO has to approve the changes before you can see it in the system, please do not repeat the corrections just beacue you don’t see the change right away!

As an international student, you will have to have a Hungarian temporary address as well (you will need this address for your residence permit also). To enter your Hungarian address go to My data/Contact information/Addresses, where you will see
your permanent home address. Click on Add new.

Here, please see your lease contract or any other official paper where you can see the exact address, and fill out the window. In your Hungarian address the street suffix type is important. You can see an example with the university address below.
Once you filled it out, click on Save. This modification will not appear until the CAO approves it, please do not enter it again and again!

This modification will not appear until the CAO approves it, please do not enter it again and again!
Once the modification is approved, you will be able to see your two addresses in the system as seen below. If you move and get a new address, do not delete the old one, do not modify the old one, always enter a new one!

Entering/changing your phone numbers can be done at My data/Contact information/Phone numbers. It works much like the e-mail addresses. Here again do not delete anything. To add a new phone number, click on New phone number.

Fill out the page and press Save. Please note, that if you enter a Hungarian number, the system will send you in an Error message if the format is not correct.

The new phone number will always appear as the default, but you can change it by clicking on the + sign, then Edit and Save as can be seen below.

These changes will appear right away, the CAO doesn’t need to approve it.

